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"Miss Hughes, don't listen to Gordon's nonsense! Gordon stole my poisoned needle and he was the one who attacked Mister

Hughes. This has nothing to do with me and Leon,’ Snow hurriedly tried to explain when she saw that Dawn was fooled by

Gordon.

However, before she could reveal the truth, Dawn interrupted her!

"Snow Poole, how dare you two kill my brother?! I'll make sure the two of you pay for this!" Dawn was furious. Her eyes looked at

Leon and Snow with intense anger.

With Darius's body being in Leon's hands and having seen Leon trying to kill Gordon, she felt like the truth was obvious. There

was no way she would listen to Leon and Snow's explanations!

Furthermore, Gordon was her husband. Darius was Gordon's relative! 1

No matter what Leon and Snow said, she would never believe that Gordon would want to harm Darius!

"Lucius, hurry up and kill those two and avenge Darius!" Dawn said to the old man through clenched teeth. She wanted to rip

Leon and Snow apart at that moment!

"Yes!" The old man answered.

Darius was the heir of the Hughes. After finding out that Leon and Snow killed Darius, Lucius looked at Snow and Leon with

hatred as well!

He did not pause for a single moment as he struck out with impressive force and quickly charged at Leon!

"Miss Hughes, listen to me!’ Leon wanted to explain himself.

Yet, Lucius already attacked, so he did not have the chance to explain at all!

He was forced to lift Gordon's body and try to force GLucius back!

However, Lucius was already in the Semi Almighty State. He was much faster and more powerful than Leon! 1

On top of that, Lucius was already ready for it after what happened earlier. He immediately took advantage of his speed to avoid

Gordon and send a chop at Leon's arm!

He was trying to save Gordon first!

"Despicable!" Leon's expression soured.

His skills were no match for Lucius in the first place. Furthermore, he had Darius in one hand and Gordon in the other. There was

no way he could fight back!

Of course, he wanted to kill Gordon at that moment to prevent Lucius from saving Gordon!

However, he could not afford to do that to avoid the crime from being pinned onto him!

Right as he was thinking about it, Lucius' attack was already almost upon him!

It was a tense moment, and he was forced to push Gordon right at Lucius' attack!

Lucius reacted very quickly. He immediately grabbed Gordon's shoulder, saving Gordon from Leon's hands.

"I'm finally saved!’ Gordon was ecstatic after he regained his freedom.

After that, he frantically ran to Dawn's side!

"Brat, it's time to die!"

Leon no longer had a hostage, so Lucius no longer had anything to fear.

Right after that, he struck forward with thunderous might, attacking Leon quickly!
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